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AIR FRYER 4L WHITE

Model: 4633/03
Code: 00C463303AR0
EAN: 8003705122710

With the air fryer 4L you can fry huge quantities of any dish you want using only a tablespoon of oil to
obtain both healthy and tasty fried dishes. Thanks to the 4L basket, with Ariete Air fryer 4L you will be
able to cook up to 1.5 kg of fries at once! Fries, but not just that, also croquettes, fish, meat and so
much other breaded food, whether frozen and ready to fry or fresh and recently breaded, thanks to the 9
preset programs.

How does the air fryer work?

The air fryer cooks thanks tohigh temperature air, of up to 200°C, which circulates at maximum velocity
at 360° inside the cooking chamber and grants a uniform distribution of heat in its interior. It is the hot
air that allows an homogeneous cooking of the dishes and the presence of a crispy crust, which is just as
good as traditional frying. Thanks to the hot air, it won’t be necessary to add so much oil to obtain tasty
fried food, because just a tablespoon will suffice; this way you will bring to the table lighter dishes, but
tasty for the whole family.

From the large touch screen panel you can adjust cooking times, programs, temperature and timer. Air
fryer 4L has a Grill and Shake function: for crispier food and a super homogeneous cooking.
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Air fryer 4L is easy to clean thanks to the non-stick basket with grill and it has a low environmental
impact, because it doesn’t produce waste oil, one of the most difficult waste to dispose of.

Product specifications

Power 1400W

Capacity 4L

Non-stick basket with grill ✔

Capacity for dishes 1.5kg

Functions Grill and Shake

Panel Touch Screen

9 preset programs ✔

Timer adjustable

Adjustable temperature up to 200°C

Crisper tray for tasty food ✔

Product length 34.50 cm

Product width 26.00 cm

Product height 29.00 cm

Product weight 0.00 Kg

Box weight 4.20 Kg

Master weight 4.80 Kg

Master pieces ✔

Pallet pieces 36

20 container pieces 612

40 container pieces 1224

40H container pieces 1428
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